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Abstract

Results in machine learning scholarship are sometimes based on untested, difficult-
to-read code that has only been seen by a single researcher. We argue that this
is bad, and that machine learning scholarship could be improved by adhering
to software development best practices. We identify several practices which are
not widely followed within the research community but we believe would help
improve the reliability of results. We describe how to apply these best practices in
a machine learning research setting. Finally, we suggest several modifications to
the publication review process to encourage adherence.

1 Introduction: A Tale of Two Rigors

Researching machine learning often requires skill in both mathematics and software development.
These two fields, however, have very different ideas about what constitutes rigor or clarity.

As new ML researchers have flooded into the field [38], some have lamented a slackening of
mathematical rigor [34, 22]. Even techniques that work well empirically have sometimes turned out
to be based on faulty proofs [19] or imprecise explanations [18]. A major focus of criticism, perhaps
more from a general scientific perspective than a mathematical one, has been on reproducibility [17].

One emerging school of thought in how to address some of these challenges is that we need to bring
back the mathematical “rigor police” [34]. We need to clearly separate which of our conclusions are
empirical and which are theoretically backed [22]; and the ones that are theoretically backed need to
be based on more solid analysis. One embodiment of this zeitgeist may be seen in the shifting of the
subfield of adversarial robustness towards provable, certified defenses [33].

Another common refrain is that we need to adhere to a stricter notion of scientific rigor in our
empirical studies [36]. If our methods are stochastic, we need to always rerun them with multiple
random seeds [17]; if our baselines have hyperparameters, we need to tune them just as aggressively
as those of our main contribution [28]; and if we introduce techniques with multiple components, we
must always run thorough ablation studies [40]. Furthermore, we need to publish the full code and
data pipelines behind our papers [12, 3] and even systematically recruit independent researchers to
reproduce our results [2].

While these steps are all laudable, most of them tend to be couched in a mathematical or scientific
notion of rigor. Even more engineering-minded critiques tend to be focused on technical debt in
real-world applications [35] rather than “research debt” incurred in academic settings [32].

The argument in this paper is that there are a wealth of techniques and best practices from the world
of professional software development that have been insufficiently embraced or even understood by
the machine learning community. These practices are generally focused on enhancing code clarity
and comprehensibility while reducing the incidence of bugs.

The issue of bugs in machine learning research code is also an important one, which has gone largely
unaddressed by the critiques cited above. Researchers may encounter bugs during the course of
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implementing research code that make certain techniques seem more effective than they actually are
[23]. Many of these problems are fixed before publication, but it is possible that some errors may
remain [25, 24, 6], especially if researchers are engaged in active experimentation in the final hours
before a deadline. In professional and open source software development, projects of sufficient size
are rarely entirely bug-free [41, 11, 9]. However, bugs in software ultimately need to be fixed; the
existence of real people continually using a software application exerts an external pressure to identify
and resolve issues. Research pipelines, generally run a limited number of times before publication,
face no such pressure. Although we do not want to increase the workload of overburdened machine
learning researchers, we do feel that in the publication review process, there should be some way to
reward researchers for basing their conclusions on code that is clear and validated by many tests and
sets of eyes—as opposed to code which is opaque, untested, and only seen by a single person.

For the rest of this paper, we will describe practices commonly used for quality assurance in real-
world software development. We will make suggestions for how they might be applied to machine
learning research. Finally, we will propose an alteration to the review process for machine learning
conferences that will reward research based on code that is not just reproducible, but clear and
well-tested.

2 Software Best Practices + ML

2.1 Test-Driven Development

Test-driven development [7, 39] is a method of developing software in which application code is
developed in conjunction with (or even after) automated tests for how that code should behave. For
any function or class, one generally writes simple “sanity-check” tests as well as more complex
tests that span a space of “edge cases” describing how the function should behave under different
conditions. Automated tests of a single function or class are called unit tests; longer, more involved
tests which span multiple modules are usually referred to as integration or acceptance tests. Writing
tests provides an extra layer of certainty that code is correct, helps prevent bugs before they happen
by forcing developers to consider failure modes, and encourages modularity in software design (since
modular components are easier to test).

Testing does not appear to be a common practice in machine learning research labs. One seemingly-
persuasive objection is that many machine learning techniques involve stochasticity, which can
be difficult to deterministically test. However, this is not an insurmountable barrier. First of all,
stochasticity is rarely present in all parts of a method. Novel penalty terms with deterministic inputs
and outputs can and should always be tested. The same goes for preprocessing transformations.
Finally, irreducible stochasticity can be dealt with in a manner similar to the reparameterization
trick [20]; functions with stochastic outputs can be rewritten deterministically to accept random
variables as additional inputs, which can enable exact testing. For an excellent tutorial on how to test
Markov-Chain Monte Carlo code (inspired by a minor bug that resulted in the authors’ retraction of
their paper [23, 25]), see [16].

2.2 Code Review

Code review is another important software development practice that often goes hand-in-hand with
automated testing. Many companies have strict rules that code changes cannot be released until
several developers besides the author(s) have closely read and reviewed them. Often such changes
go through multiple rounds of revisions and refactoring before the process completes. While there
is some disagreement about the frequency with which bugs are actually caught during code review
[10], there is evidence to support the claim that code which is heavily reviewed tends to contain
fewer bugs [27]. This may be because the knowledge that others will be reviewing code encourages
developers to ensure that it is well-tested and clearly written beforehand, which prevents bugs from
being introduced in the first place.

To our knowledge, there have not been any studies examining the practice and frequency of code
review in machine learning groups. Anecdotally, code review does not appear to be standard practice
in the field, though this may differ slightly in large engineering organizations. Either way, the
possibility that many widely-cited research results are based on code that has never been tested or
even seen by anyone other than the first author should be of concern to the research community.
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2.3 Object-Oriented Design, Meaningful Names, and Refactoring

Testing and peer review are important, but apart from the minor tweaks that testing stochastic code
encourages, they do not encode any strong opinions on the structure and organization of research
code—or how we think about research more generally. However, in this section, we would like to
make a slightly broader set of arguments about how we organize both code and concepts in machine
learning research.

Many experts in software design [30] and human-centered design more generally [31] have pointed
out the dangers of using the wrong abstractions.1 The difficulty and importance of choosing good
names can be summarized by the popular adage that “there are only two hard things in Computer
Science: cache invalidation and naming things” [14].

One example of this issue in machine learning is pointed out by [22], who argue that the field is guilty
of using misleading colloquialisms to describe techniques. However, while choosing misleading
names is definitely counterproductive, negative issues can also result from choosing meaningless
names, as software developers have long argued [37]. Although rigorous adherence to formal
mathematics and statistics is often seen as a corrective to machine learning’s failings, those fields
have their own troubling tendencies to name concepts after people or even Greek letters [1, 8].

We have two categories of suggested changes. The first are stylistic and the second are structural.

Stylistically, we would like to suggest that machine learning move towards meaningful, intention-
revealing names for techniques and variables, in both code and proofs. We suggest discouraging
the use of Greek letters, single Roman letters, or researchers’ last names except when absolutely
necessary. For example, we might prefer params over theta in code, or even in a proof. In both
cases, one could consider rewriting complicated expressions using the “extract variable” pattern [13],
where intermediate quantities are given short but meaningful names. Using intention-revealing names
instead of Greek letters in derivations may seem anathema to mathematicians, but we believe that the
goal of typesetting should be clarity, not concision.

Structurally, we believe it would be helpful to organize both machine learning code and concepts
in a more object-oriented fashion. In particular, we recommend studying the object-oriented best
practices, such as SOLID [5, 26]. Specific examples of how this could affect machine learning
include treating models, datasets, and predictions as classes, and using compositions of objects with
dependency injection to avoid “god functions” [4] and “parameter hell” [21].2 Thinking in terms of
inheritance patterns may also be helpful for organizing and describing different abstract machine
learning methods as well. Many techniques can be defined in a modular fashion, or considered as
different special cases of the same abstract formulation. Object-oriented design provides an intuitive
framework for representing these kinds of relationships.

Overall, what we would love to see is a motion towards refactoring [15], both within specific research
projects’ codebases and across the field. Knowledge—not just code—can and should be frequently
renamed and reorganized. In doing so, we echo the calls of platforms such as distill.pub, whose
stated mission is to help pay down the “research debt” machine learning has incurred in its rapid
expansion [32]. We believe that software design has many helpful tools to offer in this effort.

3 Incentivizing Meaningful Change

In the previous section, we argued that software development best practices offer many tools for
improving the quality of machine learning research. However, from the authors’ personal experience,
familiarity with these best practices is not always sufficient to guarantee adherence. Instead, we
suspect that it could be more effective to provide incentives. To that end, we propose the following
set of changes to the machine learning conference review process:

• Create a platform for anonymized code submission to conferences.

• Require that computational papers provide reference code with their initial submission
replicating at least toy experiments.

1For a strange but excellent recorded talk about this problem, see [5].
2[29] recommends limiting methods to just four parameters, including keyword arguments.
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• Require that reference code contain a suite of automated tests and sanity checks suitable for
external review.

• Encourage reviewers to audit code for both correctness and clarity and factor it into their
acceptance decision.

While these requirements may seem stringent, we think they could have many positive effects. In
particular, we hypothesize that:

• Requiring submission of well-structured code alongside a paper strongly will discourage
last-minute experimentation and tweaking, which is a potential source of error.

• Requiring testing will help catch additional bugs and encourage research software to be
cleaner and more reusable.

• If papers are always accompanied by well-structured code, they may be easier to both
replicate and extend, which could spur innovation.

• Even if doing a full code review is not always feasible for overburdened paper reviewers,
the simple fact that a reviewer could potentially examine a paper’s code in a way that affects
the acceptance decision may make more authors follow better practices.

Of course, there are also negative potential consequences, including difficulty recruiting reviewers,
selection bias towards papers in areas that require more (or less) code, and inconsistencies in the
quality of code review that lead to unfair outcomes. However, these consequences seem possible to
avoid if the review process is well designed and implemented, and the potential benefits to machine
learning scholarship remain significant. As such, we recommend that a major machine learning
publication venue decide to experiment with this process, gather data, and recommend improvements.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we argued that machine learning scholarship could be improved by adherence to software
development best practices. We described several practices that we believe could be particularly
helpful and described how they could be applied to machine learning research code. Finally, we
suggested a modification to the machine learning publication review process that we believe could
improve the reliability and reproducibility of results.

Overall, we hope the field of machine learning will encourage more research into critiquing and
correcting its own methodology. One area for future work that we believe would be fruitful (if
controversial) would be an empirical investigation into the prevalence of bugs in machine learning
research pipelines. We strongly suspect the issue is more prevalent and problematic than commonly
assumed, but have been unable to find any comprehensive studies that explore it. Given the frequency
with which bugs occur in commercial software, we believe it is important for the field’s credibility to
take steps to measure and mitigate its mistakes.
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